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Sky-Watch A/S and Little Smart Things ApS merges
Drone manufacturers Sky-Watch A/S and Little Smart Things merges. All drone activity will
continue under the name of Sky-Watch and we therefore strive to strengthen our position
within the industry as well as within the segments Police, Fire Departments and
humanitarian organizations.
The merge is a natural result of long-term cooperation, as both companies increasingly are
exploring the synergies within technology and sale.
In November 2015, Little Smart Things was declared bankrupt and so began the hard work
of reestablishing the company’s activities. Naturally, in this process Sky-Watch had interest
in acquiring and continuing all activities.

Quotes:
“Sky-Watch and Little Smart Things has been in close cooperation throughout 2015 on a
series of projects and the results has been good. The drone industry is still very new and
there is a need for a strong organization, if we are to be a strong competitor on the global
marked. With this merge, we will have a strong and competent Danish company with a
broad portfolio of high quality products. At Sky-Watch we are very happy to welcome the
former “Little Smart Things”-team” – Henrik B. Bendixen, CEO at Sky-Watch.

“Sky-Watch has more or less been a sister company from the beginning and we have been
cooperating increasingly. I am very relieved that we with this merge can continue our work
and at the same time retain employees and activities on Bornholm. The Danish drone
industry now have one company with the power for competing internationally. It is a great
and very happy day for both companies and it is definitely the next natural step for Little
Smart Things” – Esben Nielsen, founder of Little Smart Things.
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For more information, please contact:
Henrik B. Bendixen
President and CEO
Tel: +45 51 40 89 41
E-mail: hb@sky-watch.dk

Esben Nielsen
Founder of Little Smart Things
Tel: +45 53 71 71 81

Thomas Posborg Münster
Communication manager
Tel: +45 27 59 93 03
E-mail: tpm@sky-watch.dk

COMPANY PROFILE
With headquarter in Denmark, Sky-Watch has since 2009 developed, manufactured and
implemented high-tech solutions for real-time decision making in complex environments
worldwide. Sky-Watch’s R&D competencies encompasses unmanned systems, advanced
embedded control software, integrated industrial design and intuitive user interfaces.
Sky-Watch is owned by the Danish equity fund Dangroup ApS and Borean Innovation. We
currently employ 27 highly educated and motivated employees, in an innovative and open
environment with focus on our customers needs.
For more information about Sky-Watch, who we are and what we do, please visit our
website: www.sky-watch.dk
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